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Lab Assignment Reading

 Read the Sierra Buttes assignment 

introduction (“Lecture: Volcanoes and 

Plutonic Rocks) at

 http://www.greggwilkerson.com/v

olcanoes-and-plutonic-rocks.html









Using the Maps

 Download the maps in slides 4 and 5 for

 Sutter Buttes Topographic Map

 Sutter Buttes Geologic Map

 from

 http://www.greggwilkerson.com/volcanoes-and-
plutonic-rocks.html

 Open in PhotoShop or some other image viewer. 
Pan around the maps to answer the exercise 
questions

 Pan around the maps to answer the questions
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Q1. Given the size of the structure, 

the high-silica, high-temperature 

rocks, and the mixture of materials 

including lava, hot mudflows, and 

debris flows – what type of volcano is 

this?

 Possible Choices:

 Shield

 Composite

 Cinder Cone



Q1. Given the size of the structure, 

the high-silica, high-temperature 

rocks, and the mixture of materials 

including lava, hot mudflows, and 

debris flows – what type of volcano is 

this?

 Possible Choices:

 Shield

 Composite

 A1: Cinder Cone



Q2: The remnants of these events are preserved as a series of 

volcanic spires towering over 2000’ above the surrounding 

valley floor. These are surrounded by the flows produced on 

the flanks of the extinct volcano. The central rocks form the 

core the structure, and are erosional remnants of the 

volcanoes. What is the term for these spires?



Q2: The remnants of these events are preserved as a series of 

volcanic spires towering over 2000’ above the surrounding 

valley floor. These are surrounded by the flows produced on 

the flanks of the extinct volcano. The central rocks form the 

core the structure, and are erosional remnants of the 

volcanoes. What is the term for these spires?

 A2: The spires are the intrusive phases of the volcano 

system that are more resistant to erosion



Q3: Geologic History

 Looking at the rock units in the map legend you 
can put together a very simplified history of this 
part of the Sacramento Valley. When we talk 
about geologic time you will learn more about 
the time scale, but the cretaceous marked the 
end of the time of dinosaurs, the tertiary saw the 
formation of most of the material around 
Bakersfield, and the quaternary is distinguished by 
an ice age. Using the cretaceous marine 

deposits, tertiary marine and river deposits, and 
the Sutter Buttes rocks. Describe how this area 
changed over time (list the sequence of 
environments this area has seen from oldest to 
youngest).



Q4. Do you think any dinosaurs 

witnessed the eruptions of Sutter Buttes 

(hint, look up the Cretaceous time 

period in your lecture text). 



Q4. Do you think any dinosaurs 

witnessed the eruptions of Sutter Buttes 

(hint, look up the Cretaceous time 

period in your lecture text). 

 The dinosaurs became extinct at 

the end of the Cretaceous. The 

volcanic eruptions at Sutter Buttes 

was during the subsequent Tertiary 

period. Therefore, no dinosaurs 
saw the eruptions.


